Reversible Jacquard on a Superba Knitting Machine with SuperbaKnit
Software
What you want: A double-bed, floatless fabric, with an image or pattern on the front of the knitting, and
an almost identical image or pattern on the back. See the below examples:

Example 1

Example 2

This is called “Reversible Jacquard,” or, in some of the documents and Superba machine manuals
available online, “Plaited Jacquard.”
What you need: Thin yarn, your double bed Superba machine, and SuperbaKnit package installed and
working. Example 1 is knit with “Woolike” yarn from Loops and Threads, a North American #1 “super
fine” weight. Example 2 is knit with Tamm Kitty 2/14 cone yarn. Both of these yarns are on the higher
end of what I would use for this. Thinner yarn would knit better.
The yarn thickness is an important consideration for this type of knitting because each stitch on the
front bed is knitting BOTH yarns, and therefore if it is too thick, it is hard to knit and your fabric will be
very stiff. Now you are ready to go for it!
Step 1 – Set up Knitting in Full Needle Rib
Cast on in Full Needle Rib as per your machine’s manual. Briefly, that means you need your flow combs
set to alternate, then put the needles you want to knit (on both beds) to working position. Do a zig zag
row, hang your comb and weights, and then knit two or three circular rows, however you normally do
this. Knit a few rows in regular full needle rib, and then I like to hang claw weights at the right and left
edges. You may not need to do this. For the two yarns used in the above examples, a stitch size of 2 or 3
was used.
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Step 2 – Set the Carriages for Patterning
When you want to begin patterning, it is usually easier to start with the carriage on the right hand side.
Now you will attach the second yarn guide, and thread your second colour in the front slot (see manual
for details on this.)

Then set up your carriages as follows:
BACK BED
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Same stitch size as you were using for full needle rib, don’t change it
Depress Knit (V) and Jacquard buttons simultaneously, and set the needle return
buttons to their UPPER position

FRONT BED



Stitch size 3 numbers higher than you were using for full needle rib (and are still using on back
bed.) For the examples above, a size of 6 worked well
Don’t change anything else – leave the Knit (V) key depressed, and the needle return buttons in
neutral position. Leave the needle selection buttons in their down position.

Step 3 – Set your Cursor Stops and “Set 0”




Set the cursor stops at 15 stitches away from the last needle of your knitting on both left and
right
Slide the cursor to align with “0” on the machine bed, in one fluid motion
Open Superbaknit software and click “set 0”
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It will tell you underneath of this “Set Command Issued” after you click it. Slide your cursor to
the cursor stop on the side of your carriage (in this case, the right.)

Step 4 – Select Pattern for Knitting


Click the pattern selection button, and select a two-colour pattern to knit



Click the “Download” button, and proceed to the next screen to set up SuperbaKnit

Step 5 – Select Pattern Options
This is where you can tell the software how you want it to knit your pattern. For example, do you want it
to wrap the pattern over and over again or only knit it once, repeat it across the bed or just in one
section, etc. You DO NOT select any other options in here to knit reversible jacquard. This is confusing –
you may want to select double bed or jacquard etc. but don’t.



Select the options you want for the location of the design, but nothing else
Input your pattern width (in my case 50 needles)
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Click “OK” and it will download your pattern and open up the interactive line-by-line knitting
screen. Make sure it shows your carriage on the right side for where your carriage actually is
(the right in this case), and click “Knit.”

Then, start knitting! You don’t have to swap colours out or anything else – just move the
carriage back and forth and watch your design take shape.
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References:
o SuperbaKnit Software: http://www.superbaknit.nl/
o Machine manuals and more are available in the Superba Vault at:
https://app.box.com/s/dan9sb50rfei0o0umpok
o Specifically, the excerpt from “A White Knitting Affair” in the Vault is extremely helpful
for at-a-glance settings for different kinds of double bed jacquard knitting

HAPPY KNITTING!!
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